
Cool for You
“Cool For You”, an animated film based on the book of
the same title, explains global warming to children in a
friendly way. Incorporating different characters and
families, animals and plants, children are introduced to
CO2, and positive, easy ways to improve our impact on
the earth.
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Film Descriptions

3:00

Plastic Pandemic 2:10
This short PSA created by our fall Huliau Environmental
Filmmaking Club students outlines ways in which the
COVID-19 pandemic has been contributing to plastic
pollution globally. The students also share ways in
which we can all avoid these additional single-use
plastic items and prevent the global "plastic
pandemic" from getting worse.

Tails on Ice
This heart-warming story set in the coldest of climates follows
Ellesmere, a fit and instantly loveable Canadian Inuit yearling
sled dog as she sets off on her first training expedition and
rite of passage. She must learn the survival skills from the
matriarchs that came before her.  Running on the Great Slave
Lake is no easy task. Whatever happens, Ellesmere will find
that every dog has a place in the pack.

10:44



Bad Bugs 2:00
10 year old Bryn made a claymation movie about the
importance of using "natural solutions for your bug
problems" - something she's passionate about. Bryn
loves the environment and all creatures, but also
makes a point to clarify that "My movie is not violent...
it's just the circle of life."

Kayak 6:11
On a peaceful summer day, a dad takes his baby son
on a kayak day trip. Between the challenges of a first
river outing and the baby’s whims the father will not
have a relaxing day, especially when an eagle joins
the adventure.

For more information, contact
monique@yubariver.org 

Total Run Time: 30:36

Imara 6:41
Hal, a first time wildlife filmmaker created this film
during a one month internship in South Africa. This is a
story of survival amongst lions, showing the strength
and fragility of family relationships and status within the
pride.


